
May 21, 2018 
 

Smith College Retirement Plan Mutual Fund Changes FAQ 
 

1. What changes are being implemented? 
 

The Smith College retirement plan will no longer offer mutual fund investments through TIAA.  The 
current mutual fund investments will be sold and the proceeds will be automatically transferred to 
Smith College retirement plan accounts with Voya.  The plan accounts will be invested in mutual 
funds available through Voya.  Please review page 3 of the transfer brochure sent previously for key 
dates. 

 
2. Why did Smith decide to move my funds out of TIAA? 

 
In order for the Smith College Retirement Investment Committee to carry out its fiduciary 
responsibilities with respect to the investment choices available to the participants in the plan, the 
Committee has to be able to oversee and monitor the investment choices.    The TIAA funds currently 
are outside of the oversight and monitoring required under such fiduciary responsibility rules 
governing our retirement plan.   After careful consideration and consultation with both TIAA and 
Voya, the committee decided to no longer offer the TIAA mutual funds. The mutual funds that 
remain available through Voya will be subject to the Committee’s oversight and monitoring and will 
give the participants the ability to create diversified investment portfolios within their plan accounts.  
 
 

3. Is this situation unique to Smith? 
  

No.  Many other colleges and universities have plans with similar structures and have taken similar 
actions.  

 
4. I am satisfied with the proposed mapping of my balances to Voya.  Do I need to take any action? 

 
No.  You do not need to take any action. Your balances will be automatically mapped to Voya as 
proposed.  

 
5. After my balances are transferred to Voya can I invest in my current TIAA mutual funds?  

 
Yes. Following the transfer to Voya, you can access the same mutual fund choices through Voya’s 
available brokerage window.  A Voya representative can assist in this process. (Normal brokerage 
fees will apply).  
 

6. Can I keep my TIAA mutual funds with TIAA? 
 
Yes.  If you do not want your mutual funds through TIAA moved to Voya, you have the option to 
transfer those funds into an annuity option TIAA account prior to June 11, 2018.  A TIAA 
representative can assist in this process. You should carefully review the terms of the TIAA annuity 
option before making this decision. 
 

7. How can the funds currently invested in TIAA mutual funds be transferred into investment choices 
available through Voya?   

 
If you wish to have the balances allocated into the proposed Target Date fund, no action is required. If 
you prefer a different mapping complete the Transfer Investment Allocation Form, sent previously 
and mail or fax so that it is received by Voya no later than 4:00pm on June 10, 2018.  
 

8. I have TIAA annuities.  Will these be affected? 



 
No.  Only TIAA mutual funds are affected.   All TIAA annuities will remain unchanged. 
 

9. Are Smith’s contributions and my voluntary contributions (tax deferred plan) that are invested in 
these mutual funds affected by this move?  

 
Yes. Both types of contributions are impacted. 
 

10. Why do I need to make these changes within a few weeks? 
 
Impacted individuals will have thirty days to respond to these changes.  The thirty day notice is the 
industry standard time frame that has been effectively used by many other situations.  After 
consultation with Voya and TIAA we agreed to use this same time frame.  

 
 

11. Who can I speak to if I have questions about my investment choices and this change? 
 

You may call TIAA at 800-842-2252 or Mary Ellen Gordon with Voya at 877-645-5206.  Mary Ellen 
will be available on campus Wednesday May 30th and Friday June 1st from 10am to 3pm to assist you 
with decisions and to answer your questions.   To make an appointment with Mary Ellen for 
Wednesday May 30th and Friday June 1st please call Avril Russell at 413-585-2270.   You can also 
make an appointment with TIAA in their Amherst office.  To schedule, please visit 
www.tiaa.org/schedulenow.  

 
12. Who on the Smith campus can I speak to if I have other questions about the retirement plan and 

this change?  
 

Kevin Kerwood (2266), Tina Benoit (2275) or Lynn Cocco (2273) are available to speak with you. 
 
 

13. Can we have a complete list showing the funds which will be moved and the funds that will not be 
moved? 
             
   

Will Stay at TIAA (Annuities) Will Move to Voya 
CREF BOND MARKET R2 TIAA-CREF BOND INDEX-RTMT 
CREF EQUITY INDEX R2 TIAA-CREF BOND PLUS-RTMT 
CREF GLOBAL EQUITIES R2 TIAA-CREF BOND-RTMT 
CREF GROWTH R2 TIAA-CREF EMERGING MKT EQ-RTMT 
CREF INFLATION-LINKED BOND R2 TIAA-CREF EMRG MKT EQ IDX-RTMT 
CREF MONEY MARKET R2 TIAA-CREF EQ INDEX-RTMT 
CREF SOCIAL CHOICE R2 TIAA-CREF GR & INC-RTMT 
CREF STOCK R2 TIAA-CREF HIGH-YIELD-RTMT 
TIAA REAL ESTATE TIAA-CREF INFL-LNKD BOND-RTMT 
TIAA TRADITIONAL TIAA-CREF INTL EQ IDX-RTMT 
 TIAA-CREF INTL EQ-RTMT 
 TIAA-CREF INTL OPPS-RTMT 
 TIAA-CREF LFCYLE RTMT INC-RTMT 
 TIAA-CREF LG-CAP GR IDX-RTMT 
 TIAA-CREF LG-CAP GR-RTMT 
 TIAA-CREF LG-CAP VAL IDX-RTMT 
 TIAA-CREF LG-CAP VAL-RTMT 
 TIAA-CREF LIFECYCLE 2010-RTMT 
 TIAA-CREF LIFECYCLE 2015-RTMT 
 TIAA-CREF LIFECYCLE 2020-RTMT 
 TIAA-CREF LIFECYCLE 2025-RTMT 
 TIAA-CREF LIFECYCLE 2030-RTMT 
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 TIAA-CREF LIFECYCLE 2035-RTMT 
 TIAA-CREF LIFECYCLE 2040-RTMT 
 TIAA-CREF LIFECYCLE 2045-RTMT 
 TIAA-CREF LIFECYCLE 2050-RTMT 
 TIAA-CREF LIFECYCLE 2055-RTMT 
 TIAA-CREF MANAGED ALLOC-RTMT 
 TIAA-CREF MID-CAP GR-RTMT 
 TIAA-CREF MID-CAP VAL-RTMT 
 TIAA-CREF MONEY MARKET-RTMT 
 TIAA-CREF REAL EST SECS-RTMT 
 TIAA-CREF S&P 500 IDX-RTMT 
 TIAA-CREF SHORT-TERM BOND-RTMT 
 TIAA-CREF SM-CAP BL IDX-RTMT 
 TIAA-CREF SM-CAP EQ-RTMT 
 TIAA-CREF SOC CHOICE BOND-RTMT 

 
 

 


